Determinants of the spectrum of the neural electrical activity at the round window: transmitter release and neural depolarisation.
In this paper we summarise the changes we have observed in the electrical activity at the round window (RW) of guinea pigs during transient cooling of the RW or cochlear nucleus (CN), transient hypoxia, low frequency acoustic biasing, ablation of the CN, and DC current injection into the basal cochlear turn. We have measured the compound action potential (CAP), the spectrum of the average CAP waveform (SAW) evoked by brief tone-bursts, and the spectrum of the neural noise (SNN). We discuss how the changes we have observed can be understood in terms of changes in transmitter release from inner hair cells (that controls stochastic neural firing), or changes in the membrane potential of the primary afferent neurones (that controls the neural firing waveshape and the spectral content of the SAW and SNN). We note that changes in sound intensity produce a simple increase in the stochastic release of transmitter from inner hair cells, without much change in the waveform of the neural response, but manipulations of the auditory brainstem, cooling and current injection all appear to alter neural firing rate and the neural response waveform, producing a baseline shift in the CAP and changes in 1000 Hz peak and low frequency content of the SAW and SNN. We also discuss the use of the CAP, SAW and SNN as an indication of cochlear and auditory brainstem neural activity.